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1 Introduction 

Beca Ltd. (Beca) was commissioned by the Whangarei District Council (WDC) to undertake the Whangarei 

District Airport Location Option Study (ALOS) in September 2014. The objective of the ALOS is to ensure 

that the Whangarei District has an aerodrome facility that is capable of meeting the long-term needs (30 to 

50 years) of its users and the District.  

After an assessment of a long list of approximately 27 potential sites for a future aerodrome, the “short list 

report” for this study was issued in November 2018. This report recommended that the following three sites 

be subject to further site investigations to confirm a preferred location for a new Whangarei District Airport. 

The recommended short list sites were: 

 Site 6 – Hodge Rd. 

 Site 9 – Ruatangata 

 Site 24 – One Tree Point West 

In October 2020 a large block of land at the location of Site 9 - Ruatangata became available for purchase. 

Additional consideration of the comparative suitability of the three short listed sites had not been undertaken 

at that time. However, given the substantial size of the land parcel coming to market, WDC felt it prudent to 

secure the land. 

The benefit of this “early” purchase has been to allow direct access to a large section of Site 9 which had 

previously not been accessible for the ALOS study. Beca has subsequently been able to undertake a site 

visit and over a 6 month period between February and July 2021 have prepared four reports to further 

investigate and confirm the suitability of this site. The purpose of this “Site Investigation Summary Report” is 

to collect these separate reports in a single document and to provide additional context and a high level 

summary of findings to date.  

A summary description of the reports, key findings and recommendation is presented in Table 1.  

The full version of these report are included in Appendices A to D.  

2 Discussion of Analysis to Date 

The series of reports follows a logical sequence to further investigate the suitability to develop Site 9 as a 

regional aerodrome facility, as environmental and technical challenges were identified. As noted in the site 

investigation report in Appendix A, the critical “new” factors which were initially identified were the 

environmental habitat found on the site and the size and depth of the cut stream channel.  

In order to mitigate the environmental impact on this habitat and to avoid a large civil structure to divert the 

stream channel, a number of alternative alignments were investigated as shown in Figure 1 and detailed in 

the Alternative Runway Alignment Analysis Report in Appendix B.  

The availability of a new regional LiDAR data assisted with this analysis and provided the opportunity to 

investigate in more detail the obstacle environment associated with each runway alignment option. The 

earlier “long” and “short” list analysis was undertaken with a generic Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS) 

model for all sites. The new LiDAR data set was not available for this analysis and, in addition to more 

accurate terrain information, also contained data on “above ground” objects such as trees and buildings. 
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Figure 1 – Runway Alignment Options at Site 9 

 

As a result of the alignment study two options (2 and 8) were identified that avoided significant OLS 

obstacles and reduced the impact on the environmentally sensitive area in and adjacent to the Patuwairua 

Stream tributary compared to the original runway alignment (Option 1). It was however noted that for Option 

8 clearances under the approach fan to the North East were at the “limit of acceptability”. 

The ALOS study had identified potential aerodrome sites using a criteria that the site would ultimately allow 

for an 1800m long runway within an “optimum requirement” for a 280m wide “precision approach” runway. 

Option 1 to 8 were all evaluated on this basis. A further option (Option 9) was investigated, on the same 

alignment as Option 8, but in consideration of a reduced 150m wide “non-precision” domestic runway1. This 

configuration has less demanding approach and departure fan geometry and was investigated to 

demonstrate improved ground clearance in the vicinity of the Tudehope Rd area to the North East of the 

runway end. This option was evaluated in recognition that whilst safeguarding for a 300m precision approach 

runway strip is desirable from a long-term planning perspective, most (if not all) regional airports in New 

Zealand, and an international airport under dispensation (Wellington), operate from a 150m wide runway 

strip.  

 

1 In accordance with CAA Rule Part 139 - A “precision approach” runway requires a 300m strip verses a “non-precision approach” 

runway which only requires a 150m wide runway strip. “International” operations to an instrument approach runway (as proposed for 

Whangarei) have a more demanding approach fan slope requirement of 2.5% (1:40) vs 2.0% (1:50) for a non-precision approach 

runway. 
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The runway alignment report recommended that the OLS information be further reviewed by our approach 

procedure specialist sub-consultant to ensure that the reduced strip, if adopted, would not result in any 

significant operational penalties. 

The subsequent operational analysis of Options 8/9 in Appendix C was undertaken Hoskin Consulting Ltd. 

(HCL) based on OLS and terrain information provided by Beca Ltd. This analysis investigated two key issues 

for Options 8/9: 

1. Confirmation of Suitable Obstacle Surface Protection  

 For aircraft manoeuvring at low altitudes in the vicinity of the aerodrome – OLS  Surfaces as specified in 

Civil Aviation Rule Part 139 

 For Visual Landings - Obstacle protection surfaces for visual slope guidance systems such as the 

Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) visual landing aid 

 For Instrument Landings - PANS OPS Obstacle assessment surfaces (OAS) specific surfaces 

depending on the type of instrument approach aids and Visual Segment Surface (VSS) 

2. Indicative Instrument Approach Minima 

 Decision Height2 (DH) for precisions approaches 

 Minimum Descent Heights (MDH)3 for non- precision approaches 

These “heights” impact on the potential for an aerodrome to be “closed” due to poor visibility for example 

resulting from low lying fog.  

With respect to the confirmation of suitable obstacle protection the report concluded that  

 Obstacle protection for both Options 8 (international operations) and 9 (domestic operations) was 

acceptable with the clearance of tree obstacles. This has been investigated further in the “OLS Detailed 

Assessment” contained in Appendix D which also identifies some existing structures to the SE of the 

runway which will need removed.  

 For the actual certification and operation of the airport Option 9 with the lesser strip width of 150m for a 

domestic Instrument non-precision approach is acceptable.  This is the standard configuration for all the 

other regional airports in NZ. 

 To provide for more operational flexibility, such as catering for international jet charter flights and 

potential scheduled international operations, the approach OLS for an international Instrument non-

precision runway be adopted from the start. (Note: this is a variation of Option 8 “domestic non-

precision” in that the approach fan is lowered from 2%/domestic to 2.5%/international) 

With respect to the DH and MDH minima the report concluded that  

 the calculated minima for both options were typical of all the other regional airports in NZ 

 the indicative analysis does not immediately indicate that the proposed airport at Site 9 would have a 

similar operational availability as the other airports as no detailed meteorological data quantifying 

prevalence of fog etc has been made available to the consultant for the site.  

 

2 Decision altitude (DA) or decision height (DH). A specified altitude or height in the precision approach or approach with vertical 

guidance at which a missed approach must be initiated if the required visual reference to continue the approach has not been 

established. 

3 Minimum descent altitude (MDA) or minimum descent height (MDH). A specified altitude or height in a non-precision approach or 

circling approach below which descent must not be made without the required visual reference. 
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The recent investigations of Site 9 as summarised in this report have therefore identified additional 

challenges to establishing a regional aerodrome at this location, however none of these are considered as 

“fatal flaws”. Further analysis is however required, particularly with respect to establishing what constitutes 

an “acceptable” level of environmental degradation as this has a direct impact on the acceptability of options 

for the runway alignment. 
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Table 1 – Site 9 Report Summary – February to July 2021 

Site 9 Report 

Date of Issue 

Appdx Purpose Key Observations/Findings Key Recommendations 

Site Visit Summary of 

Findings 

Letter report issued 10 

Feb 2021 

 

A To report observations and 

findings from initial site visit 

undertaken on 26 January 

2021 by Beca. 

 The depth/extent of some sections of the stream 

ravines that wind through the property will require 

the construction of a significant arch culvert or 

bridge-like structure to convey stormwater flows 

under the runway  

 The ecological value of the environment within, 

and adjacent to, the stream system. In particular 

the area just downstream of the waterfall is a high 

value environment. 

 We note the considerable extent of land acquired 

and proposed for acquisition by WDC. This 

provides an opportunity to adjust the runway 

location to try and mitigate these two issues. 

 We would recommend that we source the new 

LiDAR data set to investigate the potential to 

relocate the runway on Site 9, within the land 

envelope secured by WDC.  

 Following this analysis, a decision could be taken if 

there is value in progressing the re-evaluation of 

Sites 6 and 24 if a robust solution is identified for 

Site 9.   

Alternative Runway 

Alignment Analysis 

Report 

Report issued 06 April 

2021 

 

 

B As recommended in the Site 

Visit report, this investigation 

was to review possible 

alternative runway 

alignments to minimise the 

engineering works and the 

impact on the high value 

environment on the site.  

 

Refer to Figure 1 illustrating 

alignment options 

 8 No. Alternative Runway Alignment Options were 

reviewed  

 Option 2 and Option 8/9 and were both viable 

options for establishing an Aerodrome on Site 9 in 

consideration of airspace, civil design 

requirements and in consideration of minimising 

the impact on the Patuwairua Stream tributary 

and associated ecological areas.  

 

 A considerable portion of the Option 2 runway 

alignment sits outside of the areas currently under 

consideration for purchase by WDC whilst Option 

8/9 will have more of an impact on the stream 

environment. Without further studies it is not 

possible to confirm which of these options is “the 

best” however both provide viable alternatives for 

establishing an aerodrome on the site.  

 In order to better understand the pros and cons of 

these two options from an operational perspective 

we would recommend that the OLS information 

prepared for this analysis be further reviewed by 

our approach procedure specialist sub-consultant. 

 We also understand that Air New Zealand have 

offered to review this data and believe that this 

would also be a useful exercise in the context of 

understanding any ATR-72 operational 

requirements. 
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Site 9 Report 

Date of Issue 

Appdx Purpose Key Observations/Findings Key Recommendations 

Operational 

Considerations – 

Options 8 and 9 

Report issued June 2021 

 

 

C As recommended in runway 

alignment report the project 

approach procedure 

specialist (Hoskin Consulting 

Ltd.) undertook an analysis 

to confirm the suitability or 

otherwise of alignment 

Option 08 and 09 to support 

visual and instrument 

approach and departure 

procedures.  

This review confirms that, based on the runway 

configuration and associated obstacle information 

provided by Beca, there are no significant restrictions 

that would preclude the establishment of a 

runway/aerodrome at Site 9 in consideration of 

providing compliant obstacle protection for aircraft 

operations.  

For certifying the airport and operations for the 

foreseeable future the Option 8 narrower strip of 150m for 

Instrument non-precision should be implemented along 

with appropriate tree clearance of  

the OLS. This is the runway strip configuration adopted at 

most (all?) New Zealand regional airports and should 

meet the aeronautical requirement for Whangarei District 

for the foreseeable future.   

Furthermore, it is recommended from a future proofing 

perspective that the land required for an Instrument 

precision category runway (280m runway strip width) as 

detailed in Beca’s Option 8 and protections in the District 

Plan for the appropriate dimension OLS, also be actioned 

by the District Council. 

OLS Detailed 

Assessment  

Letter report issued 23 

July 2021 

D To investigate the affective 

obstacles (Trees and 

structures) in the immediate 

vicinity of the runway ends 

for Options 8 and 9. 

This analysis considers the 

ultimate airport development 

1800m long runway. 

North East Runway End 

 Option 8 – 40 Areas of trees needing pruning or 

removal. 

 Option 9 – 22 Areas of trees needing pruning or 

removal. 

 No properties penetrate OLS. There is a single  

house just north of the RESA with approximately 

2 metres clearance.  

South West Runway End 

 3 Properties penetrate OLS, 2 properties<10m 

from OLS with 2-3 areas of trees to be removed. 

 11 Properties clear of OLS but sit relatively close 

to runway centerline and will likely be impacted by 

noise.  

The report identifies the properties and general indication 

of the scale of the areas of trees at that will be impacted. 

Further assessment would be required to more 

definitively scope the works required for modifying the 

tree areas, including:  

 Further analysis to confirm height of tree 

penetration in each area.  

 A site visit by an arborist to confirm if trees can be 

“pruned” or if full removal would be required in 

consideration of estimated height to be removed 

and anticipated growth rates.   

  Confirmation of which Option, 8 or 9, is to be 

considered in defining the affected areas. Further 

analysis may indicate that there is not a significant 

benefit in a reduced Option 9 scope vs Option 8 

which would provide long term safeguarding for the 

aerodrome. 
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Sensitivity: General 

 
Whangarei District Council        10 February 2021   
Private Bag 9023 
Whangarei, 0148 
New Zealand 

 

Attn: Simon Weston, GM Infrastructure 

 

Dear Simon, 

Site 9 Visit - Summary of Findings 

 

1 Introduction 

Beca undertook a site inspection of “Site 9 -Ruatangata” on Tuesday 26 January 2021 accompanied by 

representatives of Whangarei District Council (WDC).  

This site was identified as one of the shortlisted future aerodrome sites as part of the WDC Airport Location 

Option Study (ALOS). Access to this site was made possible due to WDC currently undertaking 

negotiations to purchase a large portion of the area required to establish an aerodrome at this site. This is 

the first time that Beca has been able to undertake direct observations of an ALOS site, all previous studies 

have been desktop reviews. The purpose of this letter is to record key observation from the visit and how 

these observations may effect the potential to establish an aerodrome at this site as envisaged by the 

ALOS.  

Site inspection participants were: 

• Simon Weston – WDC/GM Infrastructure 

• Fraser Campbell -  WDC/ALOS PM 

• Graeme Roberts – Beca/Director Planning 

• Leon Keefer – Beca/Environmental Planner 

• Rick Pemberton – Beca/Airport Planning  

• Tony Wallis – Beca/Civil 

• Claire Webb- Beca/Ecologist 

• Roger Seyb – Beca/Water Resources 

The weather was fine and sunny during the site visit which was undertaken between approximately 11:00 

AM and 3:00 PM. The site was accessed from Kokopu Road and observation largely concentrated on those 

areas in the “middle” of the runway where the stream system will need to be modified to allow for the 

construction of the runway platform. 

All Beca staff noted above have contributed to preparation of this letter.  
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2 Site Observations 

2.1 Aerodrome Planning 

The footprint of the aerodrome overlain on the site is shown in the Figure 1. The runway is bounded by 

Three Mile Bush Rd to the north and Pipiwai and Kokopu Rds to the west. The runway is aligned in a NE-

SW direction to avoid local high terrain on both side of the runway alignment. As indicated in the figure the 
1300m wide runway platform (runway strip) shown as a green outline crosses the Patuwairua Stream 

channel approximately in the middle of the 1800m long runway. As discussed below a 150m wide “graded” 

runway strip is required to support the runway and this will require a runway platform to be constructed 

across the current alignment of the stream. 

A visual inspection of the horizon beyond the runway ends indicates that no significant obstacles (power 

pylons, chimney etc.) have been missed by the desk top review of the area undertaken as part of the 

ALOS. To the west of the proposed runway there are local power poles aligned along Kokopu road and the 

height of these will need to be consider further during design. There is also what we understand to be a 

private radio transmitter tower to the northwest of the runway (exact location to be confirmed) which will 

need to be investigated however neither of these obstacles are expected to be significant in terms of 

establishing a future aerodrome at this site.  

As identified during the desk-top review there are a number of large, relatively new, residential dwellings 

which are close to the OLS located beyond the south west end of the runway in the vicinity of Kokopu Rd 

(southern end) and Roydon Dr. which also will need to be investigated further.  

Figure 1 – Site 9 -1800m Runway and Runway Strip Areas  

 

 

 
1 Recent changes to the ICAO International Aerodrome Design Standard (Annex 14) will allow for the strip width to be 

reduced to 280m.  
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2.2 Civil 

The site visit provided visual confirmation of the geological conditions being as expected with volcanic soil 

and rock on the western side of the stream and exposed in the stream bed, with older Northern Allochthon 

calcareous mudstone on the eastern side of the stream.  The latter was confirmed by observation of a “lime 

rock” quarry adjacent to the stream on the eastern side.   

The extent of  land which WDC are negotiating purchase of extends significantly beyond any runway 

formation which is considered to be very positive because there is a large area of “high ground” along 

Three Mile Bush Road that could potentially provide a borrow source.  This area could be graded to provide 

land for commercial development.  

The lime rock quarry appears to indicate a readily “rippable” rock (ie. excavatable with a ripper tooth on a 

large bulldozer), which is considered relatively straight forward to excavate, noting significant amounts are 

likely required from adjacent borrow areas to provide the requisite fill quantity. 

There are large volcanic rock boulders in the stream bed, likely in areas where the stream culvert/”bridge” 

crossing will be located.  It is expected these boulders can be moved aside to provide for foundations for 

any structures such as headwalls or revetments.  Otherwise, most earthworks will involve filling over the 

existing materials, which should be straight forward, although some bedding layers of rock may be required 

in some areas. 

Temporary diversion of stream water and provision for flood flows during construction will likely be required 

for any works in the stream bed area. Refer to Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2 – Site 9 Notable Observed Features  
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2.3 Stormwater 

2.3.1 Hydrology 

The midpoint of the proposed runway alignment crosses the Patuwairua stream.  The catchment to this 

point is approximately 1100 hectares, with about two thirds coming from north of Pipiwai Road and the 

remainder from the west.  Immediately downstream of the crossing point, a further significant catchment 

enters from the east. The catchment is rural with some rural residential lifestyle blocks, with the underlying 

soils assumed to be a mix of volcanic and alluvial materials.  The catchment is ringed by steeper slopes 

which fall to mild slopes before the runway crossing point.  Immediately upstream of the runway crossing 

the stream channel passes over a waterfall about 3 to 4m high with the relatively incised channel consisting 

of rocky substrate surrounded by largely native riparian vegetation. 

Catchment flows are estimated to be 94 m3/s in the 100 year rainfall event at the proposed crossing point.   

The main stream channel at the crossing and several of the tributaries are in a natural condition with 

adjoining good quality, fenced off riparian strips.  The channel bank to bank width is up to 15m, with the 

main channel within this about 6 to 7m wide. 

2.3.2 Impact of Aerodrome Development 

The proposed runway “graded strip” is a central 150m wide platform with a further 75m wide “flyover” strip 

on each side of that.  The runoff area does not need to be filled to be flat - which means the minimum 

length of a crossing structure perpendicular to the runway would be 150m. 

The runway would also cross two tributaries to the main stream channel and also likely encroach on the 

main stream channel downstream of the crossing described above. 

With the runway in its current location, the stream flow will need to be conveyed around, across or under 

the runway strip in an extreme rainfall event – normally this would be taken as the 100 year event.   The 

options would be to; convey the full extreme flow under the runway (via an arch culvert or very wide 

“bridge”), convey part of the flow (say a 10 year rainfall event) under the runway with higher flows passing 

over the runway above ground, excavate a significant channel around the end of the runway and fill the 

stream, or a combination of these. 

It is likely to be technically feasible to construct an arch culvert or bridge-like structure to convey the flow 

under the runway for either the 100 year flow or a lesser amount like the 10 year flow.  This however would 

be a very significant structure and we have not yet found an example of such a structure in New Zealand.  

An initial sizing identified an 8m wide by 5m high arch to convey the 100 year flow.  Arch culverts of 8 to 

10m width do exist but they are much shorter structures (more like 15 to 20m).  A bridge like structure could 

consist of long series of retaining wall piles each side of the channel with a bridge deck on top and 

backfilled.  A very high level, initial estimate of construction cost for a 150m long structure is in the $10M to 

$20M range. 

2.3.3 Effects 

An arch culvert or bridge like structure would allow stream flows to largely remain as they currently are for 

most rainfall events.  There would be flood hazard risks arising when the capacity of the arch culvert or 

bridge was exceeded and flow starts to go overland.  These flood hazard risks would include upstream 

ponding that could affect farmland, access and any future buildings and airport related effects such as 

water across the runway.  These effects could be significant but are likely to manageable. 

Runoff from new impervious surfaces such as the runway, taxiways, apron areas and terminal buildings 

would likely need treatment for stormwater quality and detention / attenuation to manage changes to 

hydrology and mitigate downstream effects such as erosion and degradation to water quality.  These 

effects could be managed using standard stormwater management methods such as swales, wetlands, 

ponds. 
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The main effect that needs to be considered is the actual construction of a structure over the natural stream 

bed and consequential effects on fish passage, ecology and removal/reclamation of the natural stream.  

The National Environmental Standard requires us to provide fish passage and provides standards where a 

culvert should be 1.3 times the width of a natural channel – which indicates that the span of the culvert or 

bridge like structure would be wider than required by hydraulic considerations.   

We consider that, while technically feasible, the arch culvert or bridge like structure would be very difficult to 

consent and would run a significant risk of not being approved. 

2.3.4 Recommendations 

From a stormwater perspective overall, the current runway position is problematic and further consideration 
is required to move it to avoid crossing the existing main watercourse. 

If further investigation indicates that the runway centreline cannot be shifted to avoid crossing the main 
watercourse at the current location, more work needs to be done on the other two short listed sites to 
confirm that Site 9 is the best option overall. 

 

 

2.4 Ecology 

2.4.1 Freshwater values 

The main ecological feature on site is the Patuwairua stream in an otherwise pastoral landscape.  The 

stream has retained a natural, meandering form with mostly intact riparian vegetation consisting mainly of 

mature totara canopy and mixed native-exotic shrub and understory tiers.  
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Some sections of the stream are open where riparian vegetation has been cleared. Shading varies between 

20-30% where riparian vegetation has been cleared and 80% in areas where mature trees have been 

retained. 

The stream substrate changes from a predominately soft-bottom stream in the upper sections to a boulder-

dominated, hard-bottom stream further downstream. Freshwater habitat diversity is good with runs, riffles 

and pools present throughout the stream. Aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates were abundant including 

damsel flies.  No fish were observed during the site walkover. A natural waterfall is present approximately 

midway along the stream as previously noted. Kakahi (freshwater mussel) shells were discovered along the 

stream edge during the walkover. 

This natural fish barrier is likely to prevent non-climbing species from moving upstream however, non-

climbing species such as longfin and shortfin eel may be able to traverse the waterfall or possibly bypass it. 

The ecological values of the stream are assessed as ‘high’. 

2.4.2 Terrestrial values 

A walkover of the proposed runway alignment showed that most of the property is dominated by pasture 

grass with the only remnant native vegetation associated with the riparian margins of the stream.  A 

potential natural wetland was however identified within the runway alignment, south of the stream as 

located on Figure 2. 

Riparian vegetation includes large mature trees including totara, kauri and towai.  Large macrocarpa are 

also present along the stream margins and immediately adjacent paddocks.  In open areas along the 

stream, aquatic and herbaceous weeds are common including willow weed, montbretia, periwinkle to name 

a few. 

The property also contains vegetation and habitat features that could support a range of terrestrial fauna 

species. An outcrop of basalt boulders exists within the runway strip footprint that could potentially provide 

skink habitat along with rank pasture grass.  Common open country and forest bird species were observed 

during the site visit including Kingfisher, Australasian Harrier, Pukeko, Skylark, Mynah and Sparrows. The 

stream corridor and mature trees could provide Longtailed Bat habitat. 

Terrestrial ecological values are variable across the site with areas that include high value vegetation.  

Habitat values for terrestrial fauna such as bats, native lizards and birds are potentially high and will need 

confirmation through field survey. 

2.4.3 Ecological considerations 

The current runway alignment overlaps with key ecological features including the stream and possibly 

natural wetland.  Stream culverting and reclamation would require significant biodiversity offsetting and 

compensation if there are no practicable alternatives that will avoid these areas.  This is likely to include 

identifying offset or compensation streams within the catchment that would be suitable to restore which can 

be challenging.  There is a general expectation that offset/compensation sites are secured and managed in 

perpetuity through a covenant as part of a consent order or under the Reserves Act.  Third party covenants 

such as QE 11 may also be acceptable if agreed.   

Draining and earthworks within natural wetlands are subject to stringent regulation under the National 

Environmental Standard for Freshwater that sets out a strong imperative to ‘avoid’ wetland loss and 

degradation.  

An assessment of ecological effects will be required to support designation and resource consent 

processes and will require a fulsome ecological survey to confirm the flora and fauna values at the site and 

determine the level of effects and measures to fully address those effects. 
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Upper reach  Mid reach 

   

Lower reach  Lower reach 
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Waterfall Kakahi shell found along the stream margin 

  

Remnant riparian vegetation Basalt outcrop / potential skink habitat 

  

Potential wetland Potential bat roost tree 
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2.5 Resource Management Planning  

The proposed development is within the Whangarei District and will be subject to the requirements of a 

range of statutory planning documents.  From a planning perspective, the construction and operation of the 

project would be subject to resource consent processes under National and Regional planning documents, 

and a Notice of Requirement and Designation process under the District Plan. 

The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) and the standards and plans developed pursuant to the RMA, 

including: 

 National Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soils to Protect Human 

Health (NES:Soils); 

 National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS:FW) 

 National Environmental Standard for Freshwater Management (NES:FW); 

 Northland Regional Soil and Water Plan (NRSWP); 

 Northland Proposed Regional Plan (Appeals Version) (NPRP); and 

 Whangarei District Plan (WDP); 

 Pouhere Taonga Act 2014, where archaeological sites are identified and 

 The Wildlife Act 1953, with respect to the protection of indigenous animals. 

It would appear that the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 (NPS:FW) will 

potentially have a major impact on the regional consents required for the project. We have undertaken a 

preliminary review of its provisions as these were not in effect at the time the previous analysis was 

conducted.  We would comment as follows: 

 The NPS:FW has a general presumption against granting of consents which would adversely impact 

upon rivers and wetlands. Policy 7 directs that a “loss of river extent and values is avoided to the extent 

practicable.” 

 However SubPart 3 of the NPS:FW has specific requirements  which includes the concept of “functional 

need” which is expressed as “the need for a proposal or activity to traverse, locate or operate in a 

particular environment because the activity can only occur in that environment.” 

 In relation to rivers the NPS:FW directs a regional council to include a policy in its regional plans such 

that “The loss of river extent and values is avoided, unless the Council is satisfied (a) that there is a 

functional need for the activity in that location; and (b) the effects of the activity are managed by applying 

the effects management hierarchy.” 

 SubPart 3 also provides for “specified infrastructure” which includes “regionally significant infrastructure 

identified as such in a regional policy statement or regional plan.” 

 Whangarei Airport is identified in Appendix 3 of the Northland Regional Policy Statement as regionally 

significant infrastructure. 

The consenting hurdles to be overcome in respect of the NPS:FW and the NES:FW are significant. 

However, we are of the view that a strong argument could be mounted along the following lines: 

 Airports have significant operational needs particularly in respect of their aeronautical requirements. 

 These requirements significantly limit the number of potential sites which may be suitable for an airport 

development. 

 An extensive examination of alternative sites for a replacement airport in the district has been 

undertaken and this site is the top ranked site. 

 Therefore, there is a “functional need” for the airport to be in this location. 

 An airport serving the district and region is regionally significant infrastructure. 
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 In line with the ecological analysis conclusions above, there will likely be a requirement for significant 

off-site mitigation which can satisfy the effects management hierarchy. 

These matters should be canvased with the Regional Council Consenting Team to ascertain their position. 

To date we have not undertaken this consultation but recommend it be done as a matter or urgency.  

3 Summary 

Two key items that were not readily apparent during our desktop analysis which were identified by the site 

visit are; 

1. The depth/extent of some sections of the stream ravines that wind through the property which will 

require the construction of a significant arch culvert or bridge-like structure to convey stormwater 

flows under the runway 

2. The ecological value of the environment within, and adjacent to, the stream system. In particular 

the area just downstream of the waterfall is a high value environment. 

Assuming that the runway sits on the currently planned alignment there will be additional cost, greater than 

those originally envisaged during the desktop evaluation of this site, to provide engineering solutions for 

storm drainage and to mitigate for the loss of habitat.  

These issues will make the project more challenging from both an engineering and consenting perspective. 

With respect to the consenting issue we have serious concerns as to whether consents could be obtained 

for the previously suggested runway alignment given the policy directions established in the NPS/NES-

Fresh Water. We would recommend that we examine the possibility of adjusting the runway location to 

avoid the most sensitive section.  

We note the considerable extent of land acquired and proposed for acquisition by WDC. This provides an 

opportunity to adjust the runway location to try and mitigate these two issues. This would include the 

potential to look at road re-alignments to optimise the runways alignment. Fortunately, a new regional 

LiDAR data set is now available, and this information can be used to more accurately evaluate the 

geography of the site and also the OLS which is a critical consideration in evaluating the runway alignment. 

Until we undertake this analysis it is difficult for us to give you an absolute assurance that an acceptable 

alignment can be found. This information will also allow us to have a more detailed look at other short-listed 

sites to better define their obstacle environments. 

We have considered the value of re-doing the Multi-Criteria Analysis in consideration of the site visit 

observations. We came to the conclusion that It would not be valid to compare Site 9 to other sites (ie Site 

6 and 24) without the same level of access to identify potential issues. We also note that redoing the MCA 

would also have to consider the substantial benefit of WDC acquiring the majority of Site 9. Given this, if 

council proposes to adopt the designation route to deliver the project then the consideration of alternatives 

is not strictly required. However, we would suggest that as a matter of good practice under both the RMA 

and the LGA “closing the circle” on the alternatives assessment undertaken to date would be beneficial.   
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In the next few months, we would recommend that we source the new LiDAR data set to investigate the 

potential to relocate the runway on Site 9, within the land envelope secured by WDC. Following this 

analysis, a decision could be taken if there is value in progressing the re-evaluation of Sites 6 and 24 if a 

robust solution is identified for Site 9.  

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Rick Pemberton 

Technical Director - Airport Engineering 
 
on behalf of 

Beca Limited 

Phone Number: +64 4 4715 507 
Email: rick.pemberton@beca.com 

 

Copy 

Fraser Campbell – ALOS Manager 

Graeme Roberts – Beca 
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1 Introduction 

Beca undertook a site inspection of “Site 9 -Ruatangata” on Tuesday 26 January 2021 accompanied by 

representatives of Whangarei District Council (WDC). This site was identified as one of the shortlisted future 

aerodrome sites as part of the WDC Airport Location Option Study (ALOS). Access to this site was made 

possible due to WDC currently undertaking negotiations to purchase a large portion of the area required to 

establish an aerodrome at this site.  

The footprint of the aerodrome as considered in the “Short List” report, overlain on the site is shown in the 

Figure 1. The runway is bounded by Three Mile Bush Rd to the north and Pipiwai and Kokopu Rds to the 

west. The runway was shown to be aligned in a NE-SW direction to avoid local high terrain on both sides of 

the runway alignment. As indicated in the figure, the 1300m wide runway platform (runway strip) shown as a 

green outline crosses a tributary of the Patuwairua Stream approximately in the middle of the 1800m long 

runway. A 150m wide “graded” runway strip is required to support the runway and this will require a runway 

platform to be constructed across the current alignment of the stream. 

Figure 1 – Site 9 -1800m Runway and Runway Strip Areas  

 

 

The observations and findings arising from this site visit are document in the Beca Letter – Site 9 Visit 

Summary of Findings Dated 10 February 2021. The summary of this letter states the following: 

 

1 Recent changes to the ICAO International Aerodrome Design Standard (Annex 14) will allow for the strip 

width to be reduced to 280m.  
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“Two key items that were not readily apparent during our desktop analysis which were identified by the site 

visit are; 

1. The depth/extent of some sections of the stream ravines that wind through the property which will 

require the construction of a significant arch culvert or bridge-like structure to convey stormwater 

flows under the runway 

2. The ecological value of the environment within, and adjacent to, the stream system. In particular the 

area just downstream of the waterfall is a high value environment. 

Assuming that the runway sits on the currently planned alignment, there will be additional costs, greater than 

those originally envisaged during the desktop evaluation of this site, to provide engineering solutions for 

storm drainage and to mitigate for the loss of habitat.  

These issues will make the project more challenging from both an engineering and consenting perspective. 

With respect to the consenting issue, we have serious concerns as to whether consents could be obtained 

for the previously suggested runway alignment given the policy directions established in the NPS/NES-Fresh 

Water. We would recommend that we examine the possibility of adjusting the runway location to avoid the 

most sensitive section.  

We note the considerable extent of land acquired and proposed for acquisition by WDC. This provides an 

opportunity to adjust the runway location to try and mitigate these two issues. This would include the 

potential to look at road re-alignments to optimise the runways alignment. Fortunately, a new regional LiDAR 

data set is now available, and this information can be used to more accurately evaluate the geography of the 

site and also the OLS which is a critical consideration in evaluating the runway alignment. Until we undertake 

this analysis it is difficult for us to give you an absolute assurance that an acceptable alignment can be 

found. This information will also allow us to have a more detailed look at other short-listed sites to better 

define their obstacle environments.” 

This report records the results of our analysis of alternative runway alignments at Site 9 utilising the new 

regional LiDAR data set as recommended in our letter of 10 Feb. 
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2  Basis of Analysis 

2.1 Data Collection and Creation of OLS and DTM Models 

The elevation and coordinate information used in our analysis has been sourced from the recent Northland 

Regional Council LiDAR capture project. The coordinate system used is NZTM and all levels are in terms of 

NZVD2016. The data has been captured to comply with the LINZ standard LiDAR specification. This sets a 

minimum vertical accuracy of 0.200m (90%). 

Two surface models have been established for the site;- 

 A Digital Terrain Model (DTM) utilizing ground only data from the LiDAR to establish runway grading 

and rough order earthworks volumes; 

 An Obstacle Surface Model using the highest points from the LiDAR data on a 20 metre cell pattern. 

This model has ground, buildings vegetation etc to locate obstacle penetrations of the OLS. 

This information has been used to confirm the elevations of the terrain as well as above ground objects such 

as tress and buildings. The previous OLS analysis did not allow for the detailed review of above ground 

objects. 

2.2 Runway Geometry 

The runway long section (slope profile) was modelled in consideration of the requirement of NZ Civil Aviation 

Authority Advisory Circular 139-06 and in consideration of minimising the required earthworks to construct 

the runway strip and associated aerodrome platforms. This modelling set the approximate elevations for the 

runway centreline and the two runway thresholds which sets the origins for the Obstacle Limitation Surfaces.  

2.3 Obstacle Limitation Surfaces (OLS) 

The OLS surface used in the long and short list analysis were as specified in AC139-6 for a Code 4C 

Precision approach runway which requires a 300m wide runway strip. A critical approach/Take-off climb 

surface slope of 2% was used to evaluate obstacles beyond the end of the runways. 

For this analysis the following refinements to the OLS model have been made: 

1. A reduced 280m wide strip has been used. This reflects the most recent publication of the 

international design standard - ICAO Annex 14 instrument strip width requirement. We understand 

that these requirements will be adopted by the NZ Civil Aviation Authority within the next 12 months. 

2. More detailed modelling on the inner horizontal surfaces which are now oval as opposed to the 

simplified circular shape considered in earlier studies.   

3. During the option evaluation, a further refinement of Option 8, on the same runway alignment was 

also considered with a steeper non-precision domestic approach slope of 2.5% from a thinner 

150m wide runway strip to improve clearances to the north of the runway.  

2.4 Guideline Criteria for “Optimising” the Runway Alignment 

For each alternative runway alignment, the following criteria have been considered in developing options: 

 Need to minimise the impact on the Patuwairua Stream channel environment and in particular the area 

at and below the waterfall feature.  

 Avoidance of crossing the main stream channel if possible to avoid the construction of a major arch 

culvert structure or bridge. 
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 Maximising the area of the runway and associated works within the land boundary purchased or being 

considered for purchase by the WDC. This includes consideration of the impact of the OLS height 

restrictions on areas immediately adjacent to the aerodrome. 

 Minimising the cut/fill volume requirement, and by association, construction cost. 

 OLS clearances are maintained in the critical approach and take-off fans.  

3 Alignment Options 

Nine main alignment options were investigated starting with the “original” runway alignment Option 1 as 

detailed in the “Short List” report. Refer to Figure 2.  

Each runway alignment option was located in consideration of a position relative to the stream and then the 

option was reviewed against the criteria stated in Section 2.4. A summary of the review of each option is 

reported in Table 1. 

Table 1 also reports on “Potential Earthworks” volumes. The volumes include consideration of both the 

runway platform and airport facility area (apron/terminal) platforms as noted below. 

Runway Components 

 1800m x 45m runway with 1.5% crossfall each side; 

 240m long RESA at each end; 

 280m wide Runway Strip 

 Central 150m grading away from the runway at 2.5% (graded strip area) 

 Area beyond the central 150m only graded where it is in cut. 

Airport Facilities 

Two areas have been included in each option to assess bulk earthworks volumes; 

 Area A - Aircraft and related support operations area 1260m x 170 beyond the Runway Strip 

 Area B - Carparks etc. 460m x 120m 

These areas have been graded out from the edge of the Runway Strip either horizontally or at a nominal 1% 

depending on the existing terrain. 

The volumes shown in Table 1 should be considered as indicative only and should only be used for 

comparison purposes. In future design development the facility locations would be optimised in consideration 

of the available land envelope and to achieve an optimum cut/fill balance.   
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Figure 2 – Site 9 Runway Alignment Options  
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Table 1 – Summary of Review of Site 9 Runway Alignment Options 

 

 

Topsoil Excavation Structural Fill Borrow Northern End Southern End

OPTION 01 Original "Short List" Runway 

Alignment

145,000 340,000 2,030,000 1,690,000     Crosses stream at waterfall. 

Major impact on stream.

Major culvert or stream diversion required - 700m 

long.

Some vegetation removal required in approach fan. 

15-25m+ clearance over Matarau Rd. 8-20m 

clearance over Pipiwai Rd.

4-7m clearance over Three Mile Bush Rd. RESA end 

at road boundary, may need to re-align part of 

Three Mile Bush Rd  or move runway south. 

Some vegetation removal required immediatly 

south of RESA likley within area purchased for 

airport.

3.5m clearance over part of Kokopu Rd under 

Approach and Take-off fans - would require re-

alignment within area purchasd for airport.

Option works from an aeronautical perspective but will be 

very difficult to consent due to destruction of natural 

habitate. 

Refer to Beca letter of 10 Februray 2021.

OPTION 02 Runway moved East of 

Watercourse, 10 deg rotation 

west

175,000 1,700,000 2,270,000 570,000        Runway strip is clear of stream.

Southern end of runway is outside of land area 

currently under consideration for purchase by 

WDC.

Hikurangi penetrates 2% approach fan by 30m 

10km from threshold.

Some areas of vegetation clearing required between 

end of runway and Matarau Rd.

Terrain reshaping required off the Southern 

runway end to provide clearance - may be usefull 

as borrow area. 

ICAO - Annex 14 rules use a 2.5% second approach slope as 

does a CAA AC139 non-precision/domestic approach.  The 

highest point on Hikurangi is RL 372.5m  which would be 

cleared at this slope. 

This option should be investigated further if it become 

apparant remaining fully clear of the stream is neccesary.  

OPTION 03 Crosses watercourse north of 

waterfall

165,000 680,000 1,030,000  N/A

Facilities not 

modelled 

Requires re-alignment of Kokopu Rd.

Volumes don't include facilities.

Major Penetration of Approach & Take-off fans Major Penetration of Approach & Take-off fans Option not viable due to OLS penetrations

OPTION 04 West of watercourse, parallel 

with Kokopu Rd

160,000 370,000 610,000  N/A

Facilities not 

modelled 

Requires re-alignment of Kokopu Rd.

Volumes don't include facilities.

Major Penetration of Approach & Take-off fans Vegetation clearance requried off of runway end 

immediately south of the RESA.

Option not viable due to OLS penetrations

OPTION 05 Refinement of Option 2

Runway East of watercourse.

Small rotation west to avoid 

Hikurangi

160,000 1,930,000 2,760,000 830,000        Runway at maximum grades for CODE 4.

Southern end of runway is outside of land area 

currently under consideraton for purchase by 

WDC.

Significant earthworks required in vicinity of Three 

Mile Bush Rd to obtain OLS clearance.

Vegetation clearance out to Pipiwai Rd

Significant earthworks required south of RESA 

for OLS clearance.

Large area of bush would require clearing.

Significant additional earthwork compared to Option 2.

Earthworks required at both ends to clear OLS in areas 

outside of those currenlty being considered for purchase by 

WDC.

OPTION 06 Runway aligned West of 

watercourse

165,000 1,100,000 230,000 Surplus Crosses Kokopu Rd.

Northern end crosses stream north of waterfall.

Volumes don't include facilities. Grading needs to 

be raised.

May be able to rotate west to avoid southern fan 

penetrations.

Some vegetation clearing north of Pipiwai Rd. Terrain penetrates fans at southern end - would 

require clearing.

Significant earthworks at Southern end in areas outside 

those currenlty being considered for purchase by WDC

Kokapu and Attwood roads would need realignment

OPTION 07 West of Watercourse

Runway alignment choosen to 

minimise impact, but not 

entirely avoid, the stream 

channel south of Pipiwai Rd and 

to avoid high terrain to the 

West. 

140,000 810,000 800,000 Balanced RESA crosses stream.

Residential Area immediatley south of runway.

Requires re-alignment of Attwood and Kokopu 

Rds.

Some eartworks at RESA to clear OLS.

Vegetation clearance between Pipiwai Rd & 

Matarau Rd.

Clearance to Pipiwai Rd varis - 8m at western edge 

to 15m at Three Mile rd intersection.

Clearance issues at Matarau Rd for 2% approach. 

Penetration of Inner Horizontal but not Approach 

Surface - 6m clearance. 

Requires significant earthworks and vegetation 

clearance at south west corner to provide 

clearance to OLS in side slope

Land required to the South  outside area currently being 

considered for purchase by WDC.

We believe with some refinement this option could be 

made to work but Option 8 is a better option.

OPTION 08 Refinement of Option 7. 

Runway moved south so that 

edge of 280m Runway Strip is at 

existing farm track where it 

crosses the stream.

Small clockwise rotation to 

avoid high terrain to the NW.

145,000 300,000 930,000 630,000        Crosses stream - 800m diversion.

Need to re-align Kokopu and Attwood 

Rds.Residential Area immediatley south of runway.

Northern pinch point is hillside north east of dam.

Minor earthworks before Matarau Rd to provide 

5m clearances to Inner Horizontal

Approch surface OK.

Take-off fan OK.

1m clearance from terrain to Inner Horizontal and 

6m clearance to 2.0% Approach Fan on Tudehope 

Rd north west corner.

Minor earthworks for 5m clearance to OLS 

immediately south of runway.

Acceptability of encroachment on stream subject to further 

consideration.

Localised grading/removal of above ground obstacles can 

eliminate the minor areas which are closer than 5m to the 

OLS surfaces.  

Initial discussion with approach design specialist indicates 

proximity to inner horizontal can be manged.

Clearance to Approach Fan is at limit of acceptability.

Aeronautical study to review significance of minor non-

terrain penetrations required to confirm this option. 

OPTION 09 Same runway alignment as 

Option 08  using a 150m Runway 

strip and 2.5% Approach Fan 

(Code 4/domestic/Non-

Precision) to improve clearance 

at Tudehope Rd. 

145,000 300,000 930,000 630,000        Crosses stream - 800m diversion.

Needed to re-align Kokopu and Attwood Rds.

Part of possible re-alignment and Facilities area 

outside 

For earthworks estimate a safeguarded 300m strip 

has been considered. 

Minor earthworks before Matarau Rd to provide 

5m clearances to Inner Horizontal

Approch surface OK.

Take-off fan OK.

1m clearance to Inner Horizontal but 18m clearance 

to Approach Fan on Tudehope Rd north west 

corner.

Minor earthworks for 5m clearance to OLS 

immediately south of runway.

This would allow the domestic non-precision approach with 

no requirment to regrade terrain or remove above ground 

obstacles to the North beyond the likley aerodrome 

boundary. 

The long term ability to provide a precision approach would 

be subject to an aeronautical study and/or the re-grading of 

the high point on Tudehope Rd.

SITE 09 Option Description Comments on Viability
Aeronautical ConsiderationsPotential Earthworks (m

3
)

Comment on Construction
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4 Recommendations 

Based on our analysis we believe that Option 2 and Option 8/9 and are both viable options for establishing 

an Aerodrome on “Site 9” in consideration of airspace,  civil design requirements and in consideration of 

minimising the impact on the Patuwairua Stream tributary and associated ecological areas.  

A considerable portion of the Option 2 runway alignment sits outside of the areas currently under 

consideration for purchase by WDC whilst Option 8/9 will have more of an impact on the stream 

environment. Without further studies it is not possible to confirm which of these options is “the best” however 

both provide viable alternatives for establishing an aerodrome on the site.  

In order to better understand the pros and cons of these two options from an operational perspective we 

would recommend that the OLS information prepared for this analysis be further reviewed by our approach 

procedure specialist sub-consultant. We also understand that Air New Zealand have offered to review this 

data and believe that this would also be a useful exercise in the context of understanding any ATR-72 

specific operational requirements. 

Additional information on the analysis of Option 1, the original runway alignment, and Options 8/9 is 

described in further detail below. 

4.1 Option 1 Analysis  

In Figure 3 the terrain penetrations are shown shaded in Pink. The new model has not revealed any OLS 

penetrations to consider in the take-off or approach fans beyond the extent of the inner horizontal surface. 

As noted in Table 1 the new model has confirmed that approach and departure fan clearances over Three 

Mile Bush Road to the North and Kokopu Rd to the south may require local realignment of these roads. 

Vegetation (Trees) immediately off both ends of the runway indicated in the pink hatching will also need to 

be cut back.  

These OLS penetrations are relatively minor and could be managed. However, the main obstacle to adopting 

this original alignment remains the difficulties associated with the re-routing and consenting of the stream 

located within the runway strip.  

4.2 Option 8/9 Analysis 

As noted in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 6 the runway alignment for this option has been chosen so that 

the runway strip construction is clear of a local farm track where it crosses the tributary, upstream of the 

waterfall feature. Whilst this allows for the downstream waterfall and watercourse to remain untouched, it 

does require approximately 800m of the stream to be diverted south from Pipiwai Road.  

Also indicated in RED on Figure 6 there are several areas where the terrain is within 5m of the OLS surface. 

The areas immediately adjacent to the runway strip are not significant as these areas are within the 

aerodrome boundary and can be graded as required. Of more significance are the two areas to the North at 

Matarau Rd and Tudehope Rd which would require localised grading. 

We have therefore considered “Option 9” which provides a greater clearance from the approach slope by 

adopting a steeper 2.5% “non-precision” domestic approach fan which extends from a narrower 150m wide 

runway strip. Whilst this would represent a downgrade in capability from “precision” to “non-precision” this is 

a similar capability to what is currently provided at most regional airports in New Zealand and the existing 

aerodrome at Onerahi. Further work is required as noted above to confirm what the reduction in operational 

capability would be at this specific location.   
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Cross sections at three locations, including the two areas to the north, are located on Figure 6 with the 

sections included in Appendix A of this report. Section A-A is based on Option 8 (300m strip) whilst Sections 

B-B & C-C are based on Option 9 as described above. 
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Figure 3 – Site 9/Option 1 OLS  
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Figure 4 – Site 9/Option 1 OLS Detail Adjacent to Runway 
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Figure 5 – Site 9/Option 8 OLS  
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Figure 6 – Site 9/Option 8 OLS Detail Adjacent to Runway 
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5 Resource Management Planning Considerations  

The proposed development is within the Whangarei District and will be subject to the requirements of a 

range of statutory planning documents.  From a planning perspective, the construction and operation of the 

project would be subject to resource consent processes under National and Regional planning documents, 

and a Notice of Requirement and Designation process has been proposed as the most appropriate route 

under the District Plan. 

As previously noted following our site visit in February, it would appear that the National Policy Statement for 

Freshwater Management 2020 (NPS:FW) will potentially have a major impact on the regional consents 

required for the project. The NPS FW has a general presumption against developments which would result in 

the “loss of river extent or values” and a policy to this effect is a requirement for regional plans. There is 

however an important proviso to this which recognises a “functional need” for the activity in that location and 

the effects of the activity are managed by applying the effects management hierarchy” (NPS – FW s3.24 (1).  

The NPS FW is required to be incorporated into the Regional Plan by 31 December 2025. 

In examining the NPS – FW requirements further we would suggest an argument along the following lines 

can be developed: 

 The functional need (defined as the need for a proposal to traverse, locate or operate in a particular 

environment because the activity can only occur in that environment.) for an airfield is substantially 

driven by the aeronautical requirements for safe operations. The extensive site search for suitable sites 

within the District has led to this site being highest ranked in a multi criteria analysis where aeronautical 

performance was most highly ranked of all assessment criteria. 

 An airport serving the District and region is “specified infrastructure” and is identified as “regionally 

significant ….as such in a regional policy statement or regional plan” (NPS-FW s3.21 definitions) 

 The current Regional Policy Statement for Northland under Policy 5.3.1 notes that “The regional and 

district councils shall recognise the activities identified in Appendix 3 of this document as being 

regionally significant infrastructure.” Policy 5.3.2 further directs that “Particular regard shall be had to the 

significant social, economic and cultural benefits of regionally significant infrastructure when considering 

and determining resource consent applications or notices of requirement for regionally significant 

infrastructure.” Appendix 3 recognises Whangarei Airport as regionally significant infrastructure. 

 We would expect these regional policy settings to be maintained in any revisions of the RPS to 

accommodate the NPS-FW. 

 This would not remove the need for a consideration to be given to compensatory mitigation for adverse 

effects arising from the project on the loss of river extent or values which would be expected as “good 

practice” under an “effects management hierarchy” but we would not expect an “in-principle” objection to 

impacts on the river could be sustained.  

These matters should be canvased with the Regional Council Policy and Consenting Teams to ascertain 

their position. To date we have not undertaken this consultation, but recommend it be done as a matter of 

urgency as their inputs will have a substantial bearing on which runway alignment is chosen as the most 

suitable to be considered for future planning and consenting purposes. 
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Section A-A – 300m Wide Strip, 2% Approach Surface 

 

 

Section B-B – 150m Wide Strip, 2.5% Approach Surface 
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Section C-C – 150m Wide Strip, 2.5% Approach Surface 
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1 Executive Summary 
Hoskin Consulting LTD has reviewed the likely operational capability and restrictions of the “short 

listed” Site 9-Ruatangata runway Options 8 and 9. These Options are refinements of the original Site 

9 runway configuration that had been proposed as part of the WDC Airport Location Option Study. 

The refinements were undertaken to minimise the impact on a local watercourse. 

This review confirms that, based on the runway configuration and associated obstacle information 

provided by Beca, there are no significant restrictions that would preclude the establishment of a 

runway/aerodrome at Site 9 in consideration of providing compliant obstacle protection for aircraft 

operations as discussed in this report.  

For certifying the airport and operations for the foreseeable future the Option 8 narrower strip of 

150m for Instrument non-precision should be implement along with appropriate tree clearance of 

the OLS. This is the runway strip configuration adopted at most (all?) New Zealand regional airports 

and should meet the aeronautical requirement for Whangarei District for the foreseeable future.  

Furthermore, it is recommended from a future proofing perspective that the land required for a 

Instrument precision category runway (280m runway strip width) as detailed in Beca’s Option 8 and 

protections in the District Plan for the appropriate dimension OLS, also be actioned by the District 

Council. 

2 Abbreviations and Acronyms  
The following abbreviations and acronyms are used in this study: 

AC  Advisory Circular 

AIPNZ  Aeronautical Information Publication of New Zealand 

ALOS  Airport Location Options Study – Beca 2017 

AMSL   Above mean sea level 

Annex  Annex to the Convention on International Civil Aviation 

ATR 72  Avions de Transport Régional 72 (Turbo prop 72 seat aircraft) 

CAA  Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand 

CAR  Civil Aviation Rules 

Dash 8  Bombardier Dash 8-300 (Turbo prop 50 seat aircraft) 

Ft  Foot/feet 

ICAO  International Civil Aviation Organisation 

IFR  Instrument Flight Rules 

ILS  Instrument Landing System (precision instrument approach aid) 

Km  Kilometres 

m  Metre(s) 

MCTOW Maximum certificated Take-off weight 

NDB  Non-directional Beacon (non-precision approach and enroute navigation aid). 

NM  nautical mile(s) 

NZ  New Zealand 

OLS  Obstacle limitation Surfaces 

PANS OPS Procedures for Air Navigation (ICAO criteria for Instrument flight paths) 

PAPI  Precision Approach Path Indicator (type of visual slope guidance system) 

RESA  Runway end safety area 

RMA  Resource Management Act 1991 

RNAV(GNSS) Area navigation and non-precision approach system utilising GPS 
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RNP-AR Required navigation performance authorisation required – Navigation system that 

that enables instrument non-precision approaches with vertical guidance and 

capability of curved flight paths for obstacle avoidance. 

VFR  Visual Flight Rules 

VOR  VHF Omni-directional Range (non-precision approach and enroute navigation aid). 

WDC  Whangarei District Council 

 

3 Introduction 
Hoskin Consulting Ltd has assisted Beca Ltd with the previous studies investigating alternative sites 

for developing a new airport for the Whangarei District Council.  This study refers to Beca’s 

“Whangarei ALOS – Site 9, Alternative Runway Alignment Analysis, Technical Report, April 2021”. 

In particular an operational assessment of options 8 and 9 of the report has been requested to 

confirm the suitability or otherwise of establishing a runway at site 9 and detail any likely 

operational penalties given obstacle penetrations to the obstacle limitation surfaces (OLS) for these 

alignments.  The runway alignments of both options are the same with option 8 having a 280m strip 

width and corresponding length of the inner edge of the approach OLS whereas option 9 has a 150 

m strip width and corresponding length of the approach inner edge. 

This study reviews the status and details of the aerodrome design requirements and the likely 

impact that the terrain and obstacles penetrations will have on the proposed airport’s operation. 

4 Aerodrome Design Requirements 

4.1 NZ Requirements 

The NZ aerodrome design requirements are detailed in Civil Aviation Rules (CAR) Part 139 

“Aerodromes Certification, Operations and Use” and Advisory Circular (AC) 139-6 “Aerodrome 

Design Requirements: All Aeroplanes conducting Air Transport Operations; All Aeroplanes Above 

5,700kg MCTOW.  These design requirements are based on the International Civil Aviation 

Organisation’ s (ICAO) aerodrome requirements contained in Annex 14 Aerodromes.  The Annex 

consists of Standards and Recommended Practices for aerodromes. The status of these are defined 

by ICAO as below: 

• Standard - Any specification for physical characteristics, configuration, matériel, 

performance, personnel or procedure, the uniform application of which is recognized as 

necessary for the safety or regularity of international air navigation and to which Contracting 

States will conform in accordance with the Convention; in the event of impossibility of 

compliance, notification to the Council is compulsory under Article 38. 

• Recommended Practice - Any specification for physical characteristics, configuration, 

matériel, performance, personnel or procedure, the uniform application of which is 

recognized as desirable in the interest of safety, regularity or efficiency of international air 

navigation, and to which Contracting States will endeavour to conform in accordance with 

the Convention. 

When CAR Part 139 first came in force in 1993, no design requirements were detailed in the actual 

Rules rather Rule (CAR139.51) specified that  

“An applicant for the grant of an aerodrome operator certificate must ensure that the physical 

characteristics of the aerodrome, the obstacle limitation surfaces, the visual aids for navigation and 
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for denoting obstacles and restricted areas, and the equipment and installations for the aerodrome 

are commensurate with— 

(1) the characteristics of the aircraft that the aerodrome is intended to serve; and 

(2) the lowest meteorological minima intended for each runway; and 

(3) the ambient light conditions intended for the operation of aircraft on each runway.” 

All the detailed design requirements were in the advisory circular AC 139.6.  Thus, any non-

compliance with a design requirement did not require a formal Exemption to the Rules and this 

made a reasonably simple process for certifying the existing aerodromes to Part 139.  Given the hilly 

topography of NZ many aerodromes have obstacles and terrain that penetrate the OLS and runway 

strip widths that are narrower than the prescribed requirements.  An example of this is the existing 

Whangarei Airport at Onerahi where the Approach OLS to Runway 24 (eastern end) is infringe by 

terrain and the runway strip width tapers below the minimum width of 150m on the eastern end. 

Since 2007 the CAA has progressively upgraded all aerodrome design requirements that are 

“Standards” in the ICAO Annex 14 into CAR requirements by incorporating them as Appendices A to 

H.  Thus requirements that are “Recommended Practices” in Annex 14 remain in the Advisory 

Circular AC138-6 as design requirements “acceptable to the Director”. 

4.2 Factors Determining Aerodrome Requirements 

The factors that determine the specific aerodrome requirements, particularly relating to: the 

physical characteristics; obstacle limitation surfaces; visual aids for navigation and denoting 

obstacles; equipment and installations and the type aircraft operations are described below. 

Aircraft Size and Performance – The aerodrome reference code takes into account the aircraft wing 

span and take-off distance at MCTOW as copied in the table below from CAR Part 139 Appendix B 
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Type of Operation – Whether the runway will be for visual operations (VFR) only or Instrument (IFR 

instrument approaches and departures.  Instrument is further sub-divided into Precision (instrument 

approaches with vertical and lateral guidance such as ILS) and Non-precision (approaches with only 

lateral guidance).  Instrument Precision also is further divided into Precision Category I (approaches 

with decision heights as low as 200ft above runway), Category II (approaches with decision heights 

of 100ft above runway), and Category III (approaches with no decision heights – auto-landing). 

CAA NZ has additional aerodrome classification/categories over the above, which are aligned with 

ICAO Annex 14.  These are: 

• International or Domestic operations 

• Day visual operation Code 3 aircraft 22,700 kg MCTOW and below 

• Non-Air Transport operations aircraft 5700kg and below 

Obstacle Surface s to be Considered – There are four obstacle surfaces that need to be considered 

these are: 

• Obstacle Limitation Surfaces to protect for aircraft manoeuvring at low altitudes in the 

vicinity of the aerodrome as specified in Rule Part 139 

• Obstacle Protection Surfaces for visual slope guidance systems such as PAPI 

• PANS OPS Obstacle assessment surfaces (OAS) specific surfaces depending on the type of 

approach aid such as ILS, VOR, NDB, RNAV (GNSS) and RNP-AR 

• PANS OPS Visual Segment Surface (VSS) 

5 Evaluation of Penetrations to Obstacle Surfaces 

5.1 Option 8  

5.1.1 Runway Strip Width and Obstacle Surface Dimensions 

This option considers a Runway and associated OLS for an International Instrument Precision Code 3 

and 4.  A Runway designation of Runway 03/21 has been used for this study (runway orientation to 

magnetic north round to nearest 10 degrees).  The ICAO Annex 14 runway strip width of 280m is 

used (note NZ CAR still specify 300m).   

The following surface dimensions as below have been assessed for each runway direction.   

• The approach OLS has the following dimensions:  

o an inner edge of 280m,  

o distance from runway threshold 60m 

o Splay either side 1:6.6 (15%)  

o Slope 1:50 (2%) 

• PAPI Obstacle Protection Surface for a standard 3° glide slope setting having dimensions of 

o Inner edge 300m 

o Distance from runway threshold 60m 

o Divergence 15% 

o Slope 1.93° (3.36%) 

• PANS OPS Visual Segment Surface (VSS) for standard 3° approach slope 

o Inner edge 280m 

o Distance from runway threshold 

o Divergence 15% 

o Slope 1.88° (3.28%) 
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5.1.2 Runway 03 

There are no penetrations to any of the above surfaces assessed.  There are penetrations to the 

inner horizontal and conical OLS as detailed in the diagram in section 5.1.3 as below.  These 

penetrations may impact on the visual aerodrome circuit directions but would have no impact on 

the instrument approaches for Runway 03. 

 

5.1.3 Runway 21 

The penetrations to the approach OLS for Runway 21 plus the inner horizontal and conical OLS are 

depict in the diagram below. 

OLS Penetrations Option 8 

 

Approach OLS Penetrations – The table below shows penetrations to the approach OLS 

 

All of the penetrations are trees and could be cleared.  There is a clearance of 6.2m over the road, 

which is sufficient as the CAA requires a clearance of 4.5m for public road vehicles.  The maximum 

penetration is trees at Point A of 17.9m.   
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If it is not possible to clear the obstacles (ie trees in this instance) then it is permitted to establish a 

displaced landing threshold; however the required displacement (amount of penetration ÷ gradient 

of slope) of 895m would be impractical as there would be insufficient landing distance available for 

most air transport operations.  

The maximum penetrations of the other surfaces are: 

• PAPI Obstacle protection surface Obstacle A penetration 9.0m 

• PANS OPS VSS Obstacle A penetration 9.6m 

Clearing the trees identified in the table at Points A, B, C and E that penetrate the approach OLS will 

also ensure the above 2 surfaces are clear of penetrations. 

This analysis shows that with the removal of the tree obstacles tabulated above it would be possible 

to establish an International Instrument Precision Code 3/4 runway in both runway directions at this 

location. 

5.2 Option 9 

5.2.1 Runway Strip Width and Obstacle Surfaces Dimensions 

This option considers a Runway and associated OLS for a Domestic Instrument Precision Code 3 and 

4.  This is the typical runway classification for the Regional airports in New Zealand.  A Runway 

designation of Runway 03/21 has been used for this study (runway orientation to magnetic north 

round to nearest 10 degrees).  The CAA AC139-6 runway strip width of 150m is used  

The following surface dimensions as below have been assessed for each runway direction.   

• The approach OLS has the following dimensions:  

o an inner edge of 150m,  

o distance from runway threshold 60m 

o Splay either side 1:6.6 (15%)  

o Slope 1:40 (2.5%) -Note for international Instrument non-precision a 1:50 slope is 

required 

• PAPI Obstacle Protection Surface for a standard 3° glide slope setting having dimensions of 

o Inner edge 150m 

o Distance from runway threshold 60m 

o Divergence 15% 

o Slope 1.93° (3.36%) 

• PANS OPS Visual Segment Surface (VSS) for standard 3° approach slope 

o Inner edge 150m 

o Distance from runway threshold 

o Divergence 15% 

o Slope 1.88° (3.28%) 

5.2.2 Runway 03 

There are no penetrations to any of the above surfaces assessed.  There are penetrations to the 

inner horizontal and conical OLS as detailed in the diagram in section 5.2.3 as below.  These 

penetrations may impact on the visual aerodrome circuit directions but would have no impact on 

the instrument approaches for Runway 03. 
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5.2.3 Runway 21 

The penetrations to the approach OLS for Runway 21 plus the inner horizontal and conical OLS are 

depict in the diagram below. 

OLS Penetrations Option 9 

 

Approach OLS Penetrations – The table below shows penetrations to the approach OLS 

 

This option reduces the areas where there are tree penetrations from 4 down to 2 areas Points A 

and E.  The maximum penetration is at Point A of 13.9m.  The maximum penetration of the other 

surfaces are: 

• PAPI Obstacle protection surface Obstacle A penetration 9.0m 

• PANS OPS VSS Obstacle A penetration 9.6m 

Clearing the trees identified in the table at Points A and E that penetrate the approach OLS will also 

ensure the above 2 surfaces are clear of penetrations. 

This analysis shows that with the removal of the tree obstacles tabulated above it would be possible 

to establish a Domestic Instrument Non-precision Code 3/4 runway in both runway directions at this 
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location.  By adopting a 1:50 approach OLS slope and clearing the trees it would also be possible to 

establish an International Instrument Non-precision runway. 

5.3 Indicative Instrument Approach Minima 

A brief evaluation of the likely minima: Decision heights (DH) for precision approaches and Minimum 

Descent Heights MDH for non-precision approaches has been done for both options. These are only 

indicative and a full PANS OPS procedure design study plus precise location of navigation aids etc 

would be needed prior to determining more precise solutions.   

 

APPROACH PROCEEDURE 

HEIGHTS ABOVE RUNWAY ELEVATION 

Runway 03 Runway 21 

Option 8 Option 9 Option 8 Option 9 

ILS or SBAS/GNSS DH 200 ft 300 ft¹ 200 ft 300 ft¹ 

RNP AR (0.3) DH/MDH 250 ft 300 ft 350 ft 350 ft 

VOR or RNAV/GNSS MDH 460 ft 460 ft 560 ft 560 ft 

NDB MDH 550 ft 550 ft 700 ft 700 ft 

 

Note 1 Precision approach minima for ILS and SBAS are shown for Option 9 in the above table.  

However, a full Exemption process would be required to CAR Part 139 Appendix C 2.2, for the 

narrower non-compliant runway strip width.  An example of this is Wellington International Airport 

where they have Instrument International Precision Category 1 with only a 150mwide runway strip.  

One of the mitigating factors is to mandate a higher DH by an increase of at least 100ft as shown 

above. 

The above minima are typical of all the other regional airports in NZ.  This does not immediately 

indicate that the proposed airport would have a similar operational availability as the other airports 

as no detailed meteorological data quantifying prevalence of fog etc has been made available to the 

consultant for the site. 

6 Conclusion 
From an airport planning and future proofing perspective it is important to plan for a Runway 

capable of Instrument Precision operations. This requires land acquisition for a 280m runway strip 
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width and protection in the RMA District Plan for the appropriate dimension OLS as detailed in 

section 5.1.1 (Option 8) 

This analysis shows for Option 8 that with the removal of the tree obstacles penetrating the Runway 

21 approach OLS, tabulated in the report, it would be possible to establish an International 

Instrument Precision Code 3/4 runway in both runway directions at this location. 

For the actual certification and operation of the airport Option 9 with the lessor strip width of 150m 

for a domestic Instrument non-precision approach is acceptable.  This is the standard configuration 

for all the other regional airports in NZ .  Tree clearance will be required for all penetrations of the 

approach OLS.  The penetrations to the horizontal and conical OLS are acceptable for the proposed 

instrument non-precision approach operations. 

To provide for more operational flexibility, such as catering for international jet charter flights and 

potential scheduled international operations the approach OLS for and international Instrument 

non-precision runway be adopted from the start. This requires the slope lowering from 1:40 (2.5%) 

to 1:50 (2%). The inner edge of 150m and divergence remains the same. 

The site would facilitate instrument approach minima similar to the other airports in New Zealand. 
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Appendix A Terms of Reference 
Email Rick Pemberton to Dennis Hoskin 25 May 2021 

Hi Dennis 

 

Further to our meeting on Thursday, the scope of your commission is as follows. 

 

 

  *   Confirm suitability or otherwise of Runway Alignment Option 08 and 09 to support visual and 

instrument approach and departure procedures (Refer to Note below) 

  *   Determine any operational constraints (ie higher decision heights, domestic operations only etc) 

associated with the two options 

  *   Determine, at a conceptual level, works that would be required to facilitate  operations. For 

example if areas need to be zoned to control obstacle height or trees need to be removed etc. 

  *   Confirm differences in operational capability between the two options (Options 8 & 9)  and also 

the "base" option (Option 1) as reviewed in your November 2020 report. 

  *   Prepare a report documenting your analysis and articulating the key assumptions and findings 

noting that the report will be used to inform both "aeronautically literate" (ie ANZ) and non-literate 

(ie MDC Councillors) audiences. 

 

Note: Options 8 and 9 are on same runway alignment. Option 8 considers a 280m wide runway strip 

and 2.0% approach fan, Option 9 considers a 150m wide runway strip and 2.5% domestic/non-

precision approach fan. 

 

Also as discussed at our meeting: 

 

  *   Beca will provide the obstacle/terrain information required for you to undertake you analysis. 

Please liase directly with Chris James to obtain this information. 

  *   Report to be submitted in approximately 2 weeks, in the week commencing 31 May 2021 

  *   we have allowed for a maximum "not to be exceeded" budget of $8,000 (40hrs x $200/hrs) excl 

gst  to undertake this work on a time + disbursements basis,  in accordance with our existing sub-

consultancy agreement. 

 

If you have any questions or concerns please get in touch. 

 

 

Richard Pemberton 

Technical Director 

Beca Airports 
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Whangarei District Council 

Private Bag 9023 

Whangārei 0148 

New Zealand 

 

Attention: Simon Weston, Fraser Campbell 

 

23 July 2021 

TRANSMITTED BY EMAIL 

Dear Sirs 

Site 9 OLS Detailed Assessment 

Beca undertook an assessment of alternative runway centreline alignments in March 2021 utilising the new 

regional LiDAR data set. The results of this analysis were documented in our report “Whangarei ALOS – 

Site 9 Alternative Runway Alignment Analysis” dated 30 March 2021. The recommendations in that report 

stated: 

“Based on our analysis we believe that Option 2 and Option 8/9 and are both viable options for establishing 

an Aerodrome on “Site 9” in consideration of airspace,  civil design requirements and in consideration of 

minimising the impact on the Patuwairua Stream tributary and associated ecological areas. A considerable 

portion of the Option 2 runway alignment sits outside of the areas currently under consideration for 

purchase by MDC whilst Option 8/9 will have more of an impact on the stream environment. Without further 

studies it is not possible to confirm which of these options is “the best” however both provide viable 

alternatives for establishing an aerodrome on the site.” 

The letter reports on our further investigates with respect the OLS environment for Options 8 and 9 in the 

immediate vicinity of the runway ends. Options 8 and 9 are on the same runway alignment as shown in 

Figure A below, however they differ with respect to the runway operational designation and associated OLS 

geometry as detailed in Table 1.  

 

 

Figure A – Runway Centerlines 
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Option Runway Designation OLS Geometry 

8 

Code 4 

Precision Instrument Approach 

International operations 

Runway Strip Width 

Approach Fan Inner Edge Width 

Approach Fan Slope 

Take-off Fan Inner Edge Width 

Take-off Fan Slope 

280m 

280m 

2.0 % 

180m 

2.0% 

9 

Code 4 

Non-Precision Instrument Approach 

Domestic Operations 

Runway Strip Width 

Approach Fan Inner Edge Width 

Approach Fan Slope 

Take-off Fan Inner Edge Width 

Take-off Fan Slope 

150m 

280m 

2.5 % 

150m 

2.0% 

Table 1 – Runway Designations for Options 8 and 9 

As discussed in the Site 9 Analysis of 30 March, with Option 8 there are several areas where the terrain is 

within 5m of the OLS surface. The areas immediately adjacent to the runway strip are not significant as 

these areas are within the aerodrome boundary and can be graded as required. Of more significance are 

the two areas to the North at Matarau Rd and Tudehope Rd which would require localised grading. As 

noted in the Table 1 “Option 9” provides for a significantly steeper and thinner OLS Approach Fan geometry 

to increase the OLS height in this area.  

The following drawings have been prepared for this analysis as included at the back of this letter.  

• Figure 1 - Site 9/Option 8 – SW Runway End 

• Figure 2 - Site 9/Option 9 – SW Runway End 

• Figure 3 - Site 9/Option 8 – NE Runway End 

• Figure 4 - Site 9/Option 9 – NE Runway End 

Observations at South-West Runway End 

As indicated on Figures 1 and 2,in the area immediately adjacent to the end of the Runway End Safety 

Area (RESA), North of Roydan Drive, there are approximately 3 properties that penetrate the OLS and an 

additional 2 properties with structures that have roofs less than 10m below the OLS.  The land slopes away 

rapidly from the end of the RESA and therefore clearances increase rapidly as you move away from the 

runway. There are however approximately 11 properties that, whilst clear of the OLS, sit under the 

approach and departure fans and will therefore be impacted, most notably from noise, as a result of airport 

operations.  

There are also 2 to 3 areas of trees that will need to be pruned or removed to provide clearance to the OLS, 

in the vicinity of the end of the RESA.  

There is very little difference between the impacts of Option 8 and 9 as the areas that are primarily impact 

on are close to the runway centreline and under the take-off fan which has the same 2% slope for both 

options.   
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Observations at North East Runway End 

Figure 3 (Option 8) indicates that there are approximately 40 areas within the data where tree tops 

penetrate the approach and take-off fans. As shown on Figure 4 (Option 9) this reduces to approximately 

22 areas, some of which are reduced in size as would be expected when compared to Option 8, due to the 

steeper slope of the approach surface. 

These figures give a general indication of the scale of the areas of trees at the north eastern runway end 

that will be impacted. Further assessment would be required to more definitively scope the works required, 

including : 

1. Further analysis to confirm height of tree penetration in each area. 

2. A site visit by an arborist to confirm if trees can be “pruned” or if full removal would be required in 

consideration of estimated height to be removed and anticipated growth rates.  

3. Confirmation of which Option, 8 or 9, is to be considered in defining the affected areas. Further 

analysis may indicate that there is not a significant benefit in a reduced Option 9 scope vs Option 8 

which would provide long term safeguarding for the aerodrome. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Rick Pemberton 

Technical Director - Airport Engineering 
 
on behalf of 

Beca Limited 

Phone Number: +64 4 4715 507 
Email: rick.pemberton@beca.com 

 

Copy 

Graeme Roberts, Beca 
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Site 9 - Option 9 OLS Clearances at SW Runway End 
150m Runway Strip - 2.5% Approach and 2% Take-off
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Site 9 - Option 8 Tree Penetrations of OLS  Clearances at NE Runway End
280m Runway Strip - 2% Approach and 2% Take-off
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Vegetation Clearance
Required Under Approach

and Take-off Fans and
Transitional Side Slopes

Edge of Take-Off Fan at 2%

Edge of Take-Off Fan at 2%

Edge of Approach Fan at 2.5%

Edge of Approach Fan at 2.5%

Top Extent of OLS
Transitional Side Surface

Note - Only penetrations of the
Approach and Take-off Fans and
Transitional Side Slopes shown.
Penetrations of the Inner Horizontal &
Conical surface are the same as
OPTION 8

Site 9 - Option 9 Tree Penetrations of OLS Clearances at NE Runway End
150m Runway Strip - 2.5% Approach and 2% Take-off
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